The DNase I sensitive state of "active" globin gene chromatin resists trypsin treatments which disrupt chromatin higher order structure.
Active genes in higher eukaryotes reside in chromosomal domains which are more sensitive to digestion by DNase I than the surrounding inactive chromatin. Although it is widely assumed that some modification of higher order structure is important to the preferential DNase I sensitivity of active chromatin, this has so far not been tested. Here we show that the structural distinction between DNase I sensitive and resistant chromatin is remarkably stable to digestion by trypsin. Chick embryonic red blood cell nuclei were subjected to increasing levels of trypsin digestion and then assayed in the following three ways: (1) by gel electrophoresis for histone cleavage, (2) by sedimentation and nuclease digestion for loss of higher order structure, and (3) by dot-blot hybridization to globin and ovalbumin probes for disappearance of preferential DNase I sensitivity. We have found that chromatin higher order structure is lost concomitantly with the cleavage of histones H1, H5, and H3. In contrast, the preferential sensitivity of the globin domain to DNase I persists until much higher concentrations of trypsin, and indeed is not completely abolished even by the highest levels of trypsin we have used. We therefore conclude that the structural distinction of active chromatin, recognized by DNase I, does not reside at the level of higher order structure.